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Abstract
With the rapid development of modern abrasive belt grinding, a novel rail grinding method based on
closed-structured belt grinding technology has been proposed in this paper. Correspondingly, a new
rail grinding device with the closed abrasive belt was designed according to engineering requirements
and constraints. It is equipped with four built-in grinding units aiming to achieve required material
removal through lateral, vertical, and rotational movements. Afterward, a corresponding dynamic
simulation model for the designed device was established in SIMPACK software to verify its working
performance in terms of the four dynamic indices, including lateral vibration acceleration, vertical
vibration acceleration, axle transverse force as well as derailment coefficient. The results of those
indices both for the linear and curved tracks are within the limits, which have proved the design
rationality of the new rail grinding device.
(Received, processed and accepted by the Chinese Representative Office.)
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1. INTRODUCTION
Due to the harsh service environment mainly brought by the complex vehicle-track
interaction, the rail surface and its inner part are prone to suffer from various defects such as
corrugation, crack, spalling, and squat [1, 2]. Currently, rail grinding has been globally
employed as a mainstream and routine maintenance means to remove those flaws, and finally
to prolong the rail’s serving life as well as to strengthen the train’s running stability [3, 4].
The most popular rail grinding technology at present is the facing grinding by the abrasive
wheel [5, 6]. Fig. 1 shows the fundamental principle of a typical grinding train that applies
this processing method. The grinding train is totally equipped with 96 grinding wheels, which
are set with different tilt angles and process parameters on each side (such as the grinding
pressure and the rotation speed). They are orderly placed according to different grinding
positions on rail profile to realize metal removal. After years of theoretical research and
practical application, material removal mechanism, grinding process and equipment
development have been extensively explored [7-11]. Besides, there are also some other rail
grinding methods, including the peripheral grinding by abrasive wheel [12, 13], the milling by
combined cutter blades [14], and the high-speed grinding by non-driven abrasive wheel [15].
They all have obtained much success in their own specific fields and have reflected different
development tendencies of the rail grinding technology towards intellectualization, high
efficiency, high quality, diversification, and greenization.
Recently, in our previous study [16-18], a novel rail grinding technology introducing
closed-structured belt grinding for direct rail maintenance has been proposed and
experimentally investigated, having revealed the convincing potential advantages in metal
removal rate, dust collection, surface quality, etc.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of GMC96.

Figs. 2 a and 2 b separately present the overall structure of a single grinding head and joint
operation model of multiple grinding heads of the mentioned novel rail grinding technology.
As shown, the contact wheel consists of a rigid hub wrapped by an elastic rubber layer.
Applied force drives abrasive belt contact with the rail surface, which then induces a material
removal process. In the practical grinding process, it usually distributes contact wheels along
the cross-section curved of the railhead, so that a continuous material removal contour can be
formed.
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Figure 2: Working principle of rail grinding using abrasive belt: a) overall structure of a single
grinding head, b) joint operation of multiple grinding heads.

This paper is to promote the engineering application of the abrasive belt grinding
technology. For that, a new rail grinding device based on belt grinding with a closed abrasive
belt is developed initially according to engineering requirements and rail grinding constraints.
Then, the multi-body dynamic simulations both for straight line and curved track are
conducted to investigate and evaluate the dynamic performance of the aforementioned rail
grinding device.

2. DESIGN OF THE RAIL GRINDING DEVICE
2.1 Analysis on the engineering requirements and constraints
The optimal rail profile and wheel tread of the vehicle provide the optimal properties for the
good wheel-rail contact condition [19], including the resistance to wear, fatigue and
corrugation development, the minimization of noise, the maximization of stability and safety,
etc. Namely, restoring the rail profile has become one of the most important priorities in rail
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grinding applications. Fig. 3 gives a representative rail profile labelled as 60N for China
High-Speed Railway (CHSR), which is composed of seven segment arcs with four kinds of
radii of curvature. Every angle to guide the rail grinding pattern planning is defined as the
angle between the tangential direction on the contact point of the rail profile curved and the
spatial horizontal direction.
In the actual grinding operation, the rail profile is generally produced under the combined
action of many grinding units with different grinding angles and processing parameters [20].
To reduce the number of the required grinding units and increase the efficiency of rail
grinding with the abrasive belt, the rubber contact wheel with the concave peripheral surface
is used to realize the arc enveloping curve other than the linear enveloping curve. Supposing
that the radius of curvature for the concave peripheral surface of the rubber contact wheel
equals 300 mm, according to the precision of the rail profile ±0.2 mm required in the
acceptance specification of rail grinding for CHSR, only six times of enveloping allows the
angle range from -20° to +70°, as shown in Fig. 4.
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Figure 3: Rail profile 60N.

Figure 4: Enveloping diagram of rail profile 60N.

Another factor of rail grinding is the corrugation, which refers to the periodical
irregularities with certain wavelength and frequency along the longitudinal direction of the
rail and has a great impact on the stability, noise, and service life of both the rail and vehicle
wheel. From the point of rail grinding, the corrugation can be only slowed down. Based on
the traditional planer process, the contact component composed of three fixed contact wheels
is designed so as to form a longitudinal processing area with a length of 400 mm, which meets
the corrugation requirement in the new high-speed and existing railways of China.
According to the analysis of the rail shape of the high-speed rail and the analysis of the
rail-wave grinding, it is determined that the grinding car uses the concave contact wheel to
divide the rail into six sections and fully envelop the rail. On the basis of the Assembly
Technical Conditions of Rail Grinding Device formulated by China Railway Corporation
[21], the dimension limitation of the rail grinding device is propositionally given as follows:
length ≤ 3820 mm, width ≤ 2512 mm and height ≤ 1150 mm. Combined with the structural
analysis of the existing grinding car, a three-dimensional model of the rail belt grinding
device is established.
2.2 Design and mechanical modelling of the rail grinding device
As the key core of the designed rail grinding device, the individual grinding unit is composed
of the fixed base board, the abrasive belt, the driving/tensioning wheel, the idle wheel, the
contact component made up of three rubber contact wheels, the hydraulic motor, the
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tensioning cylinder, the guide pillar for tensioning, and the guide pillar for the vertical
movement, as shown in Fig. 5. In view of the aforementioned analysis on the grinding angle
range, the hydraulic motor is ideally chosen according to the spatial constraints of the
grinding unit because of its advantages of compact size, small inertia, low noise and long
service life. Then, the relative locations of the designed contact component and the abrasive
belt can be adjusted in the horizontal direction to make full use of the grinding performance of
the abrasive grains on the surface of the abrasive belt.
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Figure 5: Mechanical model of the grinding unit: a) front view, b) back view.

The final mechanical model of the rail grinding device with the closed abrasive belt is
shown in Fig. 6 and its main design parameters are listed in Table I. Four individual grinding
units are integrated into one rail grinding device. Moreover, the designed rail grinding device
generally has two statuses: the hanging mode without grinding and the working mode with
grinding. The rail grinding device will not be released to contact the rail surface until the
grinding process command is issued from the control system. Once the grinding process is
completed or the grinding train is passing the switch or other restricted areas, the rail grinding
device will be mostly lifted by the hydraulic device with the locking function. In the designed
device, the four built-in grinding units can be propelled to invade the rail surface and remove
the required material under constant pressure through lateral, vertical, and rotational
movements. Then the dynamic simulation model is established in SIMPACK software to
verify its working performance in terms of the four dynamic indices of the lateral vibration
acceleration, the vertical vibration acceleration, and the axle transverse force as well as the
derailment coefficient for the straight line track and curved track.
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Figure 6: Mechanical model of the rail grinding device.
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Table I: Main design parameters of the rail grinding device.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6

Parameters
Dimensions of the grinding device (mm):
length × width × height
Mass of the grinding device (t)
Number of the grinding units
Working speed for the grinding device (km/h)
Rotate speed of the abrasive belt (m/s)
Width of the abrasive belt (mm)

Values
3160 × 2500 × 1040
2.43
4
12-32
30-40
100

3. DYNAMIC SIMULATION OF THE RAIL GRINDING DEVICE
3.1 Dynamic simulation modelling in SIMPACK
Simulation method is an important means to resolve kinds of engineering problems [22]. Due
to the limitations of experimental conditions in the railway locomotive industry, the dynamic
simulation method is adopted to test and verify the performance of the designed vehicle
equipment. A core factor to be considered is the rail irregularity excitation, which is
unavoidable and has a great influence on stability, safety and component life of the vehicle
equipment. The widely accepted description of the rail irregularity excitation is called the
track spectrum. In order to guarantee the reliability of the study as much as possible, the fifthgrade track spectrum of U. S. railways is introduced into the subsequent dynamic simulation
model.

Figure 7: Dynamic simulation model of the designed rail grinding device.

Fig. 7 shows the dynamic simulation model of the rail grinding device with the closed
abrasive belt established in the SIMPACK software and the basic components and parts
including the road wheel, the framework, and the grinding unit with the closed abrasive belt
are considered. The framework with six degrees of freedom is connected to the axle through
the suspension force. Moreover, the wheel-rail contact geometric relationship, the wheel-rail
force and the axle suspension are set as the non-linear elements. The main parameters in the
SIMPACK dynamic simulation are listed in Table II.
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Table II: Main parameters of Simpack dynamic simulation.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Parameters
Values
Moment of inertia of the grinding car x/y/z (tm2)
13.2 / 56 / 53.5
Position of the centre of the mass x/y/z (mm)
1390 / 0 / 250
Mass of each road wheel (kg)
53.2
2
Moment of inertia of the grinding car x/y/z (kgm ) 0.37 / 0.76 / 0.37
Diameter of each road wheel (mm)
350
Length of the draw bar (mm)
1600
Stiffness of the draw bar (kN/m)
2000
Damping of the draw bar (kNs/m)
3
DOF of the joints at each road wheel
γ
DOFs of the joints at each side of the draw bar
γ, ψ
DOF of the contact wheels
z
DOFs of the grinding device
x, y, z, φ, γ, ψ
Rail profile
60N

3.2 Assessment criteria of dynamic simulation
The assessment is carried out according to the China National Standard (CNS): Dynamic
Performance Evaluation and Test Method for Particular Class Vehicles and Tracked Machine
[23]. Therefore, for the purpose of improving the stability of the rail grinding device, the
lateral and vertical vibration accelerations should be fully considered and their maximum
allowable values are respectively 4.91 m/s2 and 6.87 m/s2. If the number of lateral and vertical
vibration accelerations exceeding the limit in 100 km railway is no more than three, the
assessment would be thought to be qualified. The indices of the derailment coefficient and the
axle transverse force are used to evaluate the stability and safety of the rail grinding device.
The first limit of the derailment coefficient (eligibility criteria) is no more than 1.2 and the
second limit of the derailment coefficient (safety margin criteria) is no more than 1.0. With
the wheel static load, according to the equation in the above CNS, the axle transverse force
can be calculated as 33.41 kN.

4. DISCUSSIONS OF DYNAMIC SIMULATION RESULTS
According to the rail grinding principle, during the rail grinding operation, different grinding
units with the closed abrasive belt are propelled to realize different attitudes and positions
corresponding to the required grinding angles of the rail profile, thus leading to different
dynamic characteristics of the rail grinding device. Asymmetric grinding means that the
deflection angles of the grinding units on both sides of the grinding device are different, thus
certainly weakening the dynamic performance of the rail grinding device. Therefore, the
dynamic simulations of the asymmetric grinding are respectively carried out under the straight
line and curved track conditions.
4.1 Straight line grinding condition
The working speed of the designed rail grinding device in the SIMPACK simulation ranges
from 12 to 32 km/h and the grinding angle of the rail profile ranges from -20° to 60°, where
10° is determined as the angular spacing of the grinding units on both sides of the grinding
device. The angles of common rail top grinding for the straight line condition are 0° to +10°,
0° to +20°, -10° to +20°, -10° to 0°, -10° to +10°, -20° to 0°, -20° to -10°, -20° to +10°, -20°
to +20°. Then the dynamic indices of the lateral vibration acceleration, the vertical vibration
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acceleration, the axle transverse force and the derailment coefficient can be calculated. Fig. 8
shows the dynamic simulation results for the common rail top grinding with the grinding
angle range from -20° to 20°. It is clear that the lateral vibration acceleration, the vertical
vibration acceleration, the axle transverse force and the derailment coefficient display an
upward trend with the increase in the working speed of the rail grinding device. Among the 4
indices, the lateral vibration acceleration is the least affected by the asymmetrical angle,
whereas the derailment coefficient is the most affected by the asymmetrical angle. However,
all the four indices are fully consistent with the dynamic requirements for rail vehicles
without exception.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 8: Dynamic simulation results of the rail top grinding for the straight line.

Fig. 9 shows the dynamic simulation results of the whole rail profile grinding with the
grinding angle range from -20° to 60°. The angles of the whole rail profile grinding for the
straight line condition are 0° to +30°, 0° to +40°, 0° to +50°, 0° to +60°, -10° to +30°, -10° to
+40°, -10° to +50°, -10° to +60°, -20° to +30°, -20° to +40°, -20° to +50°, -20° to +60°. The
lateral vibration acceleration and the vertical vibration acceleration also display the almost
linear growth trends. The axle transverse force is changed slowly in the initial stage and then
increases fast. The variation trend is contrary to the tendency of the derailment coefficient. It
should be pointed out that the maximum value of the derailment coefficient reaches 0.98
under the working speed of the rail grinding (32 km/h) and the maximum grinding angle
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difference (-20° versus 60°) of the grinding units. However, the maximum value of the
derailment coefficient (0.98) is still considered to be qualified, because the maximum value is
less than the second limit (1.0) of the derailment coefficient (safety margin criteria). More
importantly, the actual working speed of the rail grinding device is generally no higher than
20 km/h.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 9: Dynamic simulation results of the whole rail profile grinding for the straight line.

4.2 Curved grinding condition
The curved railway “line-easement curve-circular curve-easement curve-line” is added into
the dynamic simulation model. Fig. 10 shows the dynamic simulation results for the rail top
grinding with the grinding angle range from -20° to 20°. The angles of common rail top
grinding for the curved condition are -20° to +20°, -20° to +10°, -20° to -10°, -20° to 0°, -10°
to 0°, 0° to +10°, 0° to +20°, -10° to +20°, -10° to +10°. It can be seen that the four dynamic
indices are fully consistent with the requirement for rail vehicles. With the increase in the
radius of curvature, both the lateral vibration acceleration and the vertical vibration
acceleration show a growth trend. The lateral vibration acceleration is more sensitive to the
grinding angle difference and the curves shown in Fig. 10 a are relatively dispersed. In
contrast, the axle transverse force and the derailment coefficient show a downward trend with
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the increase in the radius of curvature. The maximum axle transverse force (9.436 kN) and the
maximum derailment coefficient (0.705) are determined to be qualified.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 10: Dynamic simulation results of the rail top grinding for the curved track.

Fig. 11 shows the dynamic simulation results for the whole rail profile grinding with the
grinding angle range from -20° to 60°. The angles of the whole rail profile grinding for the
curved condition are 0° to +30°, 0° to +40°, 0° to +50°, 0° to +60°, -10° to +30°, -10° to +40°,
-10° to +50°, -10° to +60°, -20° to +30°, -20° to +40°, -20° to +50°, -20° to +60°. The
variation tendencies of the lateral vibration acceleration, the vertical vibration acceleration,
the axle transverse force and the derailment coefficients are consistent with that of the rail top
grinding with the grinding angle range from -20° to 20°. However, their maximum values are
larger, because the larger angle difference among the grinding units allows the more
asymmetrical quality distribution of the grinding device. As shown in Fig. 11 d, the maximum
derailment coefficient value (1.009) is beyond the second limit (1.0) of the derailment
coefficient (safety margin criteria) for the radius of curvature of 400 m. However, the
dynamic performance of the designed rail grinding device for the curved railway is still
thought to be qualified now because the minimum radius of curvature is no less than 800 m
for China's High-Speed Rail.
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a)

b)
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Figure 11: Dynamic simulation results of the whole rail profile grinding for the curved track.

5. CONCLUSION
To compensate for the limitations in practical application and some functional deficiencies of
the existing rail grinding technologies, a novel rail grinding device based on belt grinding
technology with a closed belt structure was proposed in this paper. According to the features
of the rail profile, regularity of corrugation and the relevant China National Standard (CNS),
the novel rail grinding device is designed to have four grinding units, and is capable to
eliminate the corrugation for the rail profile under the working speed from 12 km/h to 32
km/h. The corresponding dynamic analysis was carried out by SIMPACK software to
investigate the working performance of the designed device. The results show that the lateral
vibration acceleration and the vertical vibration acceleration increase with the growth of the
working speed and the radius of the curvature no matter for straight line or curved track. The
derailment coefficient and the lateral force of the axle ascent with the increase of the working
speed and the radius of the curvature for straight line, while an opposite trend can be found
for curved track. It can be seen that the designed rail grinding device basically satisfies the
requirements and constraints of rail vehicles.
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